Turning the Tide for FIs to

Win Over Customers
Win Back Revenue &

Bots are the missing link for financial service
providers in the digital age.
There’s no shortage of alternative players entering the financial
landscape and picking off customers with innovative solutions.
These competitors are often adept in their use of social insights
and actionable data to stay agile, and for traditional FIs, customer
retention and acquisition is now a full time pursuit.
Despite fierce and persistent recruitment of customers via
mobile-focused digital strategies, FIs are still missing significant
opportunities to satisfy customers. Customers are disenchanted
with one-size-fits-all experiences that waste time and fail to
meet expectations. They’re speaking a clear message – digital
convenience can’t be cut-and-paste.
Bots give FIs the chance to recapture those abandoned by
automation and bring personalization back into prime focus.

With as much as 30% of revenue now
on the line, FI leaders must step up and
grab hold of the opportunity at hand.

Drive better outcomes with bots
Bots elevate mobile and digital reach by making everyday tasks as simple as sending a text. They add a
conversational interface to virtually every communication channel customers use – SMS, mobile apps, websites,
email – and capitalize on the popularity and familiarity of messaging.
FIs considering bots should also consider connectivity. Bots streamline user interactions by connecting systems,
triggering complex workflows, and imparting actionable data.
Bots put your customers back in control:
• Simple text and voice features for faster payments,
transactions, balance requests, fraud remediation, billpay and policy changes
• Actionable, simple response options for timesensitive or fraudulent notifications
• Automated intake and responses for immediate
triage of 24/7 service and support requests
• Sustainable 1:1 guidance for more submissions of
complex loan and product applications

• Actionable alerts for right-time, right-fit offers like
when rates drop or with lifestyle changes
• 1:1 banking, investment, and insurance advice at
the point of engagement, backed by relevant product
recommendations
• Consistent channel experiences to support
customer-preferred methods across SMS, email, web,
mobile, and Facebook

Learn how bots can help your financial institution or
schedule your personalized demo at kore.ai/solutions/fintech-bots.

Changing the digital paradigm
Bots take a ‘more talk means more action’ approach by turning simple
commands into completed tasks for people, workflows, and systems.
Bots send right-time alerts, quickly close progress loops with
actionable tasks, and deliver data-driven insights for better results. All
via a familiar messaging interface that translates seamlessly across
devices and channels. And bots go everywhere users go, elevating the
communication channels they already use.

How bots work
Bots turn everyday banking,
investment, and insurance tasks
into simple, satisfying experiences.
Enhance your digital strategy to
promote new, repeat, and longterm referral business.

• Round-the-clock self-service
• Cross-channel efficiency
• Relevant, actionable offers
• Data-driven advice
• More completed transactions
• Real-time visibility

Customers and enterprises can bring the assistance and versatility of
bots into everyday lives and workdays by using them to take action,
deliver actionable alerts, execute workflows, and fetch results.

ACTIONS
Bots retrieve, modify, and post information in systems of record, so
customers and employees don’t have to spend needless hours populating
input fields.

ALERTS

Bots continuously check systems for user requested updates and provide
a comprehensive list of details upon delivery.

FLOWS

Bots can use details within alerts to automatically populate input fields of
related tasks, thus creating workflows, which eliminates redundancies and
accelerates processes.

REPORTS

Bots deliver detailed information on-demand or on a schedule, eliminating
the need to jump across devices and screens to get the information
needed.

Solutions to meet your needs
KORE.AI SOLUTION BOTS

KORE.AI BOTS PLATFORM

KORE.AI MESSAGING

Out-of-the-box solutions that meet
the dual challenges of ever-increasing
customer expectations and non-integrated
legacy IT and systems head on.

Complete Platform as a Service (PaaS),
for companies and developers to use,
design, create, and deliver superior, highly
intelligent, Natural Language Processing
(NLP) enabled bots for use in any
communication channel.

Secure hub for workforces to
communicate, share files, organize
projects, access third party apps, and
get to quicker, more decisive actions.

Quickly recognize ROI based on rapid
implementation. Offer superior service,
more conversions, and cross-sale
opportunities in just 60 days.

Full of rich functions and features to
support the most complex bots use cases
and requirements.

Leverage our 130+ NLP-enabled bots
to help win back the workday and make
better use of revenue-generating talent.

Learn how bots can help your financial institution or
schedule your personalized demo at kore.ai/solutions/fintech-bots.

